IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTITATION CLASSIFICATIONS FOR EXTRACTABLES AND LEACHABLES.
Extractables and leachables (E&L) are identified and quantified so that their impact on patient safety can be established and assessed. The uncertainty in the impact assessment is affected by the uncertainty in the substance 's experimentally determined identity and concentration. Thus, these experimentally determined quantities must be reported not only in terms of their absolute result but also in terms of the uncertainty in the result, which is based on the amount and rigor of then information on which the result is based. In this way, the impact assessment can be tempered to account for the uncertainty in its input data. To facilitate the assignment and reporting of uncertainty, classification hierarchies are proposed and discussed for both identification and quantitation. Both hierarchies establish levels or degrees of identification and quantitation based on the uncertainty of the result and contain descriptions of the quality and quantity of information required to achieve a certain level within the hierarchy. The minimal levels that must be achieved to support impact assessment are also established.